
TOTAL RECALL
6 HOUR MONTE CARLO STYLE ROAD RALLY

CASTAIC - MOJAVE - BODFISH - CALIENTE - GRAPEVINE
JUNE 9, 2007

ROUTE INSTRUCTIONS

Please read the General Rules and Regulations carefully.  Ask a rally worker for
clarification if necessary.  Drive safely and legally at all times.  Watch for ALL types of
road hazards.  Heed ALL posted road signs.  Be extremely mindful of unpredictable
local traffic at all times.  If you smoke, use your ashtray.  Please don’t litter.  Please
watch carefully for wild animals, especially around dusk.  Watch for range cattle in the
road anywhere on course, but especially on Caliente-Bodfish Rd. and along SH 178.

Be very careful of children, animals and slow farm vehicles near isolated rural homes.
Please be aware of traffic behind you.  Different classes run slightly different courses
and may have to run at different speeds.  It is a rule of Monte Carlo rally etiquette to let
cars needing to run faster get past you at the first safe opportunity.  Please remember
this is not a question of who has the better car or who is the better driver.  Furthermore,
documented instances of deliberate blocking will receive a MAX penalty for that leg.

At Checkpoints, please get COMPLETELY out of the traffic lane when creeping.  Last
car in line MUST run their emergency flashers.  Be sure to check your mirrors when
pulling out to cross the hose.  At Standoffs, you MUST park far enough OFF the road so
that your door, when opened, will not extend into the traffic lane.

Unless otherwise stated, if there is one Standoff at a location, then 4.00 minutes have
already been included in the leg time for you to sign in at Standoff and be given your
information.  For each additional Standoff, an additional 2.00 minutes are included. 
It is less than 110 miles to the gas break.

NOTE:    It takes about 25 minutes to get from Registration to Start/Standoff 1.

EXPERT ONLY COURSE CONTROLS: Experts have 6 additional Course Controls
which are not marked on the maps., There is one for each leg between Standoff and
Checkpoint for that Leg.  All are on the Preferred Route and are on the right, either
facing you or parallel.  No signs down side roads are used.  Turn in the info for each of
these Course Controls at each corresponding Checkpoint.  Failure by Expert Class
entrants to correctly record and turn in all or part of each Course Control listed as
“Expert Only” will receive a penalty of 02 points.  Non-Expert entries should ignore
these Course Controls.
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ODO CHECK: In order to precisely execute the Minimum Speed leg, you may
want to check your odometer against the Official Mileage. It is 22.80 Official Miles from
the Odo Reference at Registration to the “end odo” sign at Start/SO 1, via CA 14 FWY
and I-5 to Lake Hughes Rd.  The Odo Reference is located at the west exit from the
unpaved parking lot at Placerita Canyon Park, at the yellow utility box.  Enter in any
direction. Leave heading west.  Do this Odo Check before you start the rally.

CAUTION:  There is an implied STOP as you exit Placerita Canyon Park onto
Placerita Canyon Rd.

DEFINITION: “Generally Parallel to” includes curvy roads that have portions that
may not be parallel to the reference road(s) at some points.

ADDENDUM TO GENERALS:

Section B.8. does not apply to this rally.  All Checkpoints will be active.

LEG 1

TRUE TIME: :04.50
LEG TIME: :04.50

CAUTION: There is an implied STOP as you exit Placerita Canyon Park
onto Placerita Canyon Rd.

START/STANDOFF1: Located on Lake Hughes Rd., about 3.5 miles generally
northeast of its intersection with I-5.  Enter from the south. 
You may not leave this Control until 5:00 pm plus your car
number in whole minutes.  No time has been allowed after
Start for the Standoff at this location.  Please arrive at Start
not less than 5 minutes early, so you may receive the
Standoff information before your Start time.

NOTE:  It takes at least 25 minutes to get from Registration to
Start/Standoff 1.

INMARKER: No further information until Standoff.

MAP REFERENCE: 1.
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LEG 2

TRUE TIME: 1:08.50
LEG TIME: 1:04.00

STANDOFF 2,3: Located on 110th St. West, about 0.2 miles north of its
intersection with Johnson Rd. (unnamed on map).  
Enter from the south.

INMARKER: Located south of Backus Rd. on a road generally parallel to
90th St.West and Tehachapi - Willow Springs Rd.  The
Inmarker is 1.30 miles south of the closest marked, paved
intersection to the north.  Enter heading south.

MINIMUM SPEED:  You should maintain 30 MPH on the Inmarker road,
especially within sight of the Inmarker.  Failure to do so will
receive a 100 point penalty. 

SAFE ROADS: 90th St. West and Tehachapi-Willow Springs Rd. are SAFE. 

MAP REFERENCE: 1.

LEG 3

TRUE TIME: 1:32.50
LEG TIME:   :24.00

STANDOFF: Same as Standoff 2.

INMARKER: Located on Cameron Rd.  Enter from the south.

MAP REFERENCE: 1, 2.
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COURSE CONTROL 2 ALL CLASSES

Location: On CA SH 178, about 0.2 miles west of its intersection with 
CA SH 14.  Enter heading west.  Turn in at Standoff 4.

What is the warning on the first yellow diamond warning sign to the west of the sign
below (Freeman Junction)?  (Sign is to your left when facing sign below.)

MAP REFERENCE: 2.

LEG 4

TRUE TIME: 4:25.50
LEG TIME: 2:53.00

STANDOFF: Located on Caliente-Bodfish Rd. in the south end of the parking lot
for the Pine Meadows Trading Post (closed), about 11.5 miles
south of its intersection with Kern River Canyon Rd. (unnamed on
map, twisty road going west from the town of Bodfish).
Enter from the north.

INMARKER: Enter heading north.

NOTE; The Timing Car may not be visible from the Checkpoint.
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CAUTION: Watch for cattle in the road on SH 178 and on Caliente-Bodfish Rd.

BREAK: 30.00 minutes have been included in this Leg for a rest stop in Mojave. 
See Map 2A for details.  It is about 170 miles from there to the last
Inmarker.  There is also gas on course in Lake Isabella, about 100 miles
from the Finish.  We recommend Mojave.  You’ll have a long, smooth run
up CA 14 on which to consume and digest some takeout, as opposed to
trying to eat while southbound on Caliente - Bodfish Rd.

MAP REFERENCE: 2.

LEG 5

TRUE TIME: 5:34.50
LEG TIME: 1:09.00

STANDOFF 5,6: Located on CA SH 223, about 4.5 miles southwest of its
intersection with CA SH 58.  Enter heading southwest.

NOTE: 4.00 minutes have been included on this leg for a possible TRAIN
DELAY before Standoff.  Please use caution at the RxR’s.

INMARKER: Located south of CA SH 58, east of CA SH 184, and north of 
CA SH 223.  In addition to being visible from Standoff, the flashing
light for this Inmarker will be visible from the nearest north-south
road to the east of the Inmarker.
Enter heading east.

MAP REFERENCE: 3.

LEG 6

TRUE TIME: 6:01.50
LEG TIME:   :27.00

STANDOFF: Same as Standoff 5.

INMARKER: Located east of CA SH 99, and south of CA SH 223.    
Enter heading south.

MAP REFERENCE: 3.
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FINISH CONTROL

TRUE TIME: 6:12.00

LOCATION: Don Perico Restaurant
9021 Grapevine Rd.
Grapevine, CA 93343
661 248 6903

Please try to have your Control Card scored when you
arrive.  See the back of the card for instructions.  If you need
help, please ask somebody right away when you get here. 
PLEASE TURN IN YOUR CARD A.S.A.P.!    If you turn it in
after 11:30 pm plus your car number you may be penalized.

MAP REFERENCE: 3.
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EXPERT COURSE CONTROLS EXPERTS ONLY page 1 of 2

LEG 1

LEG 2

LEG 6
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EXPERT COURSE CONTROLS EXPERTS ONLY page 2 of 2

LEG 3

LEG 4

LEG 5


